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Introduction 
 
Before you is the annual report for 2022. 
After two special years, in which the Corona pandemic depleted our reserves and the work in Kenya became mainly dependent on Francis Nzai and his 
team, we are very happy that we were able to pick up the thread again with a small group in October 2022. March turned out to be too early for that, so we 
supported our Kenyan colleagues as best as possible with three board members by, among other things, allowing the school leadership training to take 
place, brushing up the workshop leaders and exploring the possibilities with the board to strengthen the organization and local fundraising . This time, too, 
the importance of good contacts with stakeholders in Kenya became apparent. In addition, it was important to continue the contacts after an initial 
exploratory meeting with the Teachers Training College Kwale in Kinango in October 2021. In the autumn, this led to an invitation to our Final Celebration, 
which also included the graduation of the participants in the fifth school leadership course and the coaching course. The contact during this meeting then 
accelerated the collaboration. You can read more about this in the chapter on the School Leaders' Training. 
The group of directors and specialists turned it into a professional celebration in October. Our demand-driven approach was quite a challenge for the 
workshop leaders, but subsequently garnered a lot of praise from the participants and the local authorities 

 
In the Dutch board, our secretary, Lysanne Kapiteijn, indicated that she was going to stop her T4T activities. A considerable 
loss, because Lysanne was a mainstay in the organization, which put a lot of effort into her secretarial duties, social media 
and contacts with secondary education. But we will especially miss her nice personality and huge T4T drive. The official 
farewell will take place in January 2023. 
Ria Peters has now taken on the secretariat and Marlies Wentink has joined the board. She will, among other things, take 
over the V.O. project from Lysanne. In addition, Daniella Schotman, a specialist in children with special needs, has started 
participating as a candidate board member. 
There was a sharp increase in interest in the spring trip of 2023 in November, also from three new boards. That means that 
no fewer than 41 teachers and specialists will be joining them. A great development, which allows us to reach more Kenyan 
teachers. 
We have concluded a three-year sponsorship agreement with our partner Wilde Ganzen based on the theme 'Shift the 
Power', with the shift of responsibilities to Kenya as the main goal. 
Finally, I would like to thank everyone for their contribution to realizing the T4T ambitions. Special thanks to the director of 
T4T, Francis Nzai and his team. 

 
We face 2023 more than ever with hope and confidence. 
 
Jan van Aert chairman 
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Overview of the projects 
 
Due to the aftermath of the Corona pandemic, our projects could not yet proceed at full strength. In February, three board members visited Kenya to 
support Kenyan workshop leaders who conducted several workshops for primary education, secondary education, early childhood education and children 
with special needs. In addition, they monitored the school leader training and the coaching training. It was the last module for the school leaders before the 
exam in October. Fortunately, we were able to pick up the thread again in March with 16 directors and specialists. Last year's school closure means that the 
curriculum has to be done in 7 months this year. That is why there are currently 6 teaching days that also last 2 hours longer. The school year is shifting, so 
that in 2023 it will be back on the original schedule. 
The overview of the developments within the projects will show that it was not yet possible to devote (equal) attention to all projects. 
 

1. Primary education 
 

February: teachers 
Partly for financial reasons, only four Kenyan workshop leaders (in training) gave 2 workshops in Msambweni. The theme was active learning within the 
Competence Based Curriculum (CBC), making a good lesson plan and giving positive feedback. Eleven teachers could participate in both workshops. They 
were very enthusiastic about the possibilities, participated actively and were able to start the week with a concrete lesson preparation. Unfortunately, there 
was no budget or manpower for coaching on the job. 
 
October: head teachers 
Six Dutch and two Kenyan directors gave 4 two-day workshops on leadership in change. They did this in 2 Dutch duos and 2 mixed duos. The Kenyan 
workshop leaders in training, Esther Mwaniki and Mwanangura Ali, worked together with Linda Verbeek and Femke Nijbroek, who were both experienced 
Kenya visitors. In the preparation, they mainly exchanged management instruments, because the content was put forward by the participants themselves 
and worked out into a development plan. Furthermore, organizing an active team meeting and giving positive feedback were part of the workshop. 17 
directors participated in both workshops. The Dutch participants then made school visits, attended lessons and coached several directors. 
 
A selection from the conclusions and recommendations, which are described in detail under each report: 
 
* Both the workshop leaders and the participants are enthusiastic about the choice to work with their own development goals. 
* Connecting to the initial situation is good. 
* The satisfaction of the participants is high. 
* Let the participants know in advance what is expected of them (also during school visits). 
* During school visits, consider limiting the points for development and visiting fewer schools more often. 
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2. Early Childhood Education (ECD) 
 

One Kenyan duo provided a workshop. Leila and Alice worked well together on the subject of assessment rubrics. There was interaction and study work. A 
concrete link with the next step in the development of children was still lacking. That link is the focus for the following ECD teachers. 
 
October: head teachers 
During this trip, two Dutch duos gave workshops to managers in pre-primary education. The aim was to give them tools to fulfill their leading role, but it 
soon became apparent that the ECD centers are usually too small to speak of a team. During the workshops, the route was therefore slightly shifted to 
communication skills. This turned out to be a very useful subject, on which everyone could hang his/her own questions. 
This demand-driven approach was particularly appreciated by the Director of Pre-Primary Education. In addition, our coaching approach provides good 
communication opportunities for both school leaders and Ward Officers. The education of the young child is the responsibility of the County. We are 
therefore very happy with the long-term cooperation. A special gesture was that the County Government decided to reimburse the travel costs of the 
workshop leaders and participants. 
 

3. Children with Special Needs (Special Needs Education-SNE) 
 

February: teachers 
For SNE we organized one workshop day for 10 teachers, given by two workshop leaders in training. They did this for the first time after a short preparatory 
training by Jan van Aert. The focus was on looking at the possibilities of children with disabilities (From disabilities to possibilities). In three groups, the focus 
was on children with behavioral problems, learning difficulties and physical limitations. No school visits were organized. If that will be the case again in 
October, the participants can translate their findings into concrete situations and students, so that they can be immediately applied in practice. 
 

 
Kenyan daily rhythm charts 
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October: teachers 
Fortunately, in October we were able to give 2 two-day workshops for SNE teachers, one by two Dutch teachers and one by an experienced Dutch (Daniella 
Schotman) and a novice Kenyan (Mwatenga Mwatundo) workshop leader. The goal fitted in well with the workshop in February/March. The AOPD (Action 
Oriented Process Diagnostics) format, previously developed with T4T, to map out children's limitations and translate them into concrete action plans, 
offered good opportunities for practice. In addition, the TEACHH model (Treatment and Education of Autistic and Communication Handicapped Children), 
which mainly deals with organizational aspects and timing, has been introduced. Working with pictograms turned out to be very useful and fits in nicely with 
the forms developed by the teachers themselves. During the school visits, there was a great willingness to invest in active learning and AOPD was already 
used regularly. The pictograms also gave more clarity to many children. Yet many teachers seem to need more teaching ideas. They have difficulty 
organizing effective learning time for all students. The need for collegial exchange about certain students also turned out to be great. 
Mwatenga Mwatundo proved to be a suitable candidate to take the next step to becoming a workshop leader. 
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4. Secondary Education 
 

February: teachers 
We were also able to organize one workshop day for teachers in secondary education. Eliud Mbwirya and Bayah Kahindi, both still inexperienced, took on 
this task. The theme was ICT integration in education. The lack of trainer skills paid off in this workshop. Knowledge of active working methods, energizers, 
setting clear goals is necessary to take steps in secondary education. The lack of sufficient Dutch teachers has also not made things any easier in the recent 
past. 
 
October: workshop leaders/team leaders/teachers 
Although no Dutch teachers or team leaders were brought to Kenya this time either, because T4T has now joined the board in Marlies Wentink as a VO 
specialist, she was able to provide a few workshops. First she did that with three potential Kenyan workshop leaders, also team leaders, Eliud, Bayah and 
this time also Martin Kaphu. 
In the workshop with the workshop leaders, Marlies inventoried the needs of teachers and team leaders. For teachers, this resulted in: ICT integration to 
improve lessons, the 'Stool of Confidence' for coaching feedback, Bale's learning pyramid and how to effectively prepare lessons in times of work pressure. 
For team leaders, these were ICT integration to improve team management, Bale's learning pyramid and leadership skills in guiding individual teachers. 
 

5. School leader course and trainer course. 
 

February 
The school leadership training, our showpiece when it comes to substantive Shift of Power, was able to continue completely independently in February. The 
Kenyan trainers provided the last block 'Leading a team' in an excellent manner. The three board members were once again impressed. Although we lacked 
the financial resources to facilitate practical supervision in the coming period up to the exam in October, several school visits nevertheless took place. A sign 
of motivation, involvement and ownership. 
During this trip, the board members, together with Francis Nzai, visited the Teachers Training College Kwale (TTC Kwale) in Kinango to investigate possible 
collaboration. It was an interesting and positive meeting, which was to be continued in October. 
 
October 
The theory and practical exam ended for all participants in a festive certification during the Final Celebration, which could finally take place again after two 
years. Nearly 400 people attended the meeting. During the meeting, the County Director of Education, among others, gave a speech. In it he indicated that 
the school leadership training should be nationally certified. Mrs Hellen N. Machuka, chief principal Kwale TTC and Mrs. Hellen Kunyiha, Dean of Curriculum 
Kwale TTC, who were also invited to the Final Celebration, found this idea so interesting, that they invited our trainers to share our curriculum with them so 
that they could discuss it with their teachers. After adjustments with components from the Competence Based Curriculum (CBC) and the Teachers 
Performance Appraisal and Development (TPAD) tool, the first pilot of this joint course may start in February. 
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A great development that exceeds our expectations. During 
this trip, 21 new candidates for the sixth school leadership 
course could be selected. Mohamed Tenga was certified as a 
new trainer for the training. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Training Coaching 
 

February 
Under the supervision of board member Michiel Leijser, the curriculum could also be finalized during the coaching training. The new trainer coaching in 
training, Mohamed Tenga, could immediately play a substantive role in this. The coachees also face a theory and practical exam in October. 
 
October 
The four coachees all passed their exams. They also received their certificate and can be used as coaches in the new school leadership training. Five new 
coachees were selected from the successful school leaders. 
 

7. Curriculum Support Officers (CSOs) 
 
We did not organize workshops with CSOs in both February and October for financial reasons. The involvement of these officers is of great importance. That 
is why we are pleased that they have actively engaged in inviting participants to the workshops. We will organize the CSO meeting again in 2023. 
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8. ECD Ward Officer Workshops 

We also did not organize any workshops for the Ward Officers in February and October. The extent of the involvement of the ECD sector in T4T is apparent 

from the support for travel costs referred to in point 2 'Education of the Young Child'. 

9. Local Fundraising 

Local fundraising 

Francis put together a Local Fundraising team in September 2019, consisting of Francis Nzai, Emmaculate (DeceCE), Tenga (coach), Bilashaka (director ECDE 

Kwale), Rumba (CSO), Samuel and Yusra (board members Teachers4Teachers). About the Local Fundraising Team: 

• The duration of this 'action group' was October 2019 until March 14, 2020. This period has been extended until further notice; 
• The composition of the LFR team can change per period; 
There was no local fundraising in 2022. During the board visit in March, there was a brainstorming session about new possibilities. 

10. Organisation Kenia 
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Director 
2022 has again put a lot of pressure on our director, Francis Nzai. Although he had regular contact with board members, all practical matters fell on his 
shoulders. The evaluation with the board in October showed that Francis is very committed to T4T. He is very satisfied with the cooperation with the Dutch 
board. The organization of the autumn trip, with Dutch workshop leaders fortunately again, went well, despite the difficulties that initially presented 
themselves from above. To compensate for the lost class time during the school closure due to Covid-19, no activities other than teaching were allowed. 
Thanks to a positive contribution from the Curriculum Support Officers, everything could still be arranged. Francis and his team could be proud of the 
organization and implementation of the workshops within the various projects. 
 
Team leaders 
As can be seen in the organizational chart, the team leaders of the various projects play a prominent role. This was the case in both the March and October 
voyages. 
Workshop leaders and facilitators 
In February, 12 workshop leaders in training independently conducted one-day workshops after a short training by chairman Jan van Aert. These were: 

SNE: Mwatenga Mwatundo and Flossie Boto. 
PE: Peter Chibaruwa and Sanura Shaffi Ali, Esther Mwaniki and Mwanagura N. Ali. 
SE: Bayah Kahindi and Eliud Mbwirya , 
ECD: Aisha Iddi, Leila Juma and Alice Fikirini. 
 
In October, Mwatenga was able to take the next step together with a Dutch 
workshop leader. Esther and Mwanagura also conducted such a workshop in 
October. They will do so again in February 2023 and the last ones will probably be 
certified after that. 
 
The facilitators came into action again in October to assist the Dutch workshop 
leaders. Unfortunately, not enough were available to support all workshops. They 
were sorely missed by the Dutch. 
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10. Administrative Affairs 
 

The Kenyan board 
The Kenyan board consists of: Samuel Mazera, Yusra Abdhala and since this year Suleiman Mwalonya. In 2022, they will have supported the director as 
much as possible from their role as sparring partner. In a practical sense, this was done by dividing the visits to the workshops. 
Twice a year, the Kenyan board meets with a Dutch board delegation to discuss the state of affairs and formal matters. This year, an informal joint 
brainstorming session on the theme of “Shift the power” was held. Some thoughts that came to mind: 
* The presence of the Dutch has a huge effect. 
* The Kenyan government should take more responsibility. 
* We should try to find local organizations that want to join T4T. 
* Investigate how the T4T program can link up with the local or national curriculum 
* Interested young, motivated educators in T4T. 
* Make a communication plan about what T4T has achieved or initiated in Kwale. 
* Expand the Kenyan board to 5 or 7 people. 
* Which competencies are needed for a board member 
* The management should be expanded, eg with a deputy director. 
* The ‘Final Celebration’ is very important. This could also be in the form of a conference in the future. 
Choices will be presented in this regard in February 2023. 
 
In addition to the above, the following topics were discussed at the board meetings: 
- Strengthening the ownership of the Teacher4teachers foundation 
- The agreement that the Kenyan government will draw up an action plan for the four points from our strategic policy plan 
- New opportunities for local fundraising. 
- A presentation of the current financial situation 
 
The Dutch board 
T4T also worked together with a number of school boards in the Netherlands in 2022. These school boards give teachers and directors the opportunity to 
travel to Kenya to give workshops. Usually the participants pay part of the costs themselves, the rest of the amount is paid by these school boards. The costs 
of the organization in the Netherlands are relatively low. All activities within T4T are carried out by volunteers. The organizational costs incurred relate to 
postage and minor expenses, the costs of meetings and special promotions, foundation and bank costs and PR activities. 
Since 2022, the board of the foundation consists of 6 members: Jan van Aert (chairman), Gert Jan Veeter (treasurer), Ria Peters (secretary), Michiel Leijser, 
Marlies Wentink and Ruud Musman. Lysanne Kapiteijn stepped down as secretary and board member in October. Daniella Schotman joined as a candidate 
board member in December. 
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The board had nine board meetings in Amsterdam in 2022. The findings were recorded in a decision and action list. Of course, some meetings also had to be 
held digitally this year. Due to the pandemic, it was not yet possible to organize a group trip to Kenya in the spring. Three board members observed the 
honors and were able to observe enthusiastically that the 'shift of power' is taking more and more shape in terms of content. In addition, they and Francis 
Nzai paid an interesting visit to the Teachers Training Center Kwale in Kinango. Due to the cancellation of the trip, there was hardly any income from the 
school boards. Fortunately, a group trip could continue in October. The 13 school leaders and specialists were able to take important steps in the 
development of several projects, as described in detail above. Topics at the meetings included: how to keep activities in Kenya alive, adjusting the budget 
for 2022 under the influence of Corona and the associated subsidy from Wilde Ganzen, the realization of a multi-year agreement with Wilde Ganzen, the 
Wilde Ganzen project. Shift the Power' in line with our Strategic Policy Plan 2022-2026 and what action to take to boost our financial position somewhat. 
One of these promotions was a wine promotion in December, which raised €2,100. 
In a (re)vision meeting, the board made the building blocks for the Strategic Policy Plan 2022-2026. The plan has been adopted and published on the 
website. 
 
P.R. 
An important element in the board activities consists of keeping (former) participants involved and arousing interest in our projects among potential future 
participants. We do this, among other things, by regularly posting blogs on our website and distributing them via LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram and 
within the WhatsApp groups that have existed since 2017. In addition, two board members provided information to a newly interested board. Incidentally, 
the interest of more new boards in our work also presented itself. That translated into a large registration for our spring trip in February 2023. A gratifying 
development 
The Kenya trips represent an enormous professional development for the Dutch participants. That is why the T4T teacher program “To meet, to connect, to 
learn, education is future” has been registered with the Register Teacher in collaboration with OBD-Noordwest. Although the register has been formally 
abolished, teachers can still receive a certificate for participation in the program (previously good for 97 register hours). The foundation has a Dutch and an 
English version of the website. 
 

11. Strategic policy plan 2022-2026 
 

In 2022, the board adopted a strategic policy plan for the period 2022-2026. The main features of this policy are mainly aimed at increasing ownership by 
our Kenyan colleagues (Shift the power). 
 
AMBITIONS 
- In the context of sustainability, Kenyan Colleagues are increasingly taking ownership of the projects. T4T Kenya (e.g. trainers, workshop leaders) and T4T 
The Netherlands will provide monitoring in the same context. 
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- The School Leaders' Training is already in the final phase of the transfer of ownership. In 2022, the training will be fully provided by Kenyan trainers and 
coaching will take place in the workplace by Kenyan-trained coaches. It is our ambition to also determine the program, the organization and its further 
development together with Kenyan trainers and to agree on how this development can be monitored. 
- In the past period, pre-primary education in Kwale has professionalized considerably. T4T has been able to support many unqualified kindergarten 
teachers through its financial contributions to the scholarships. Graduates are now guaranteed a job. The new competency-based curriculum (CBC) has also 
been introduced and it is our ambition to support its implementation in practice together with the local government, the Ward Officers and the Kenyan 
workshop leaders. 
- The education of children with special needs in Kenya requires the necessary attention. Over the past period, expert T4T professionals, together with 
Kenyan colleagues, have investigated where the bottlenecks and opportunities for development may lie. This has led to the core 'From disability to 
possibility'. It is our ambition to further strengthen the search for possibilities for these children and their application by teachers. 
- In primary education, the emphasis has mainly been on the coaching application of the instrument 'Teachers Performance Appraisal and Development' 
(TPAD) and the start of the Competence-based Curriculum (CBC). It is our ambition to further support teachers and school leaders in the implementation. 
- In the past period, our guidance to teachers and department heads in secondary education was also mainly aimed at a coaching application of TPAD. In the 
coming period, the CBC will also reach secondary education. Support in the implementation of this is our ambition. 
The Curriculum Support Officers (CSO) and the Ward Officers already have ownership, in terms of content and organization. Both groups have a 
coordinating chairman. A coordination meeting is held once or twice a year, in which progress and the learning questions of the CSOs are leading. The aim is 
that the CSOs and Ward Officers also bear financial responsibility for their meetings. 
- Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Dutch contribution has been limited to a digital one in the last two years. As a result, potential workshop leaders, some 
recently trained and others not trained at all, have jointly prepared and delivered workshops for primary, secondary, early childhood and special needs 
education. It is our ambition to have these workshops increasingly provided by Kenyan trained colleagues in the coming period. 
- T4T is open to providing substantive support to projects in other regions and/or countries or from other organizations based on T4T's vision. We like to 
share our knowledge and experience. 
- In the context of mutual professionalization, T4T takes you to another world, where you step out of your 'box', learn to improvise again, work together 
with unknown Dutch and Kenyan colleagues and learn to look at your own work with 'new' eyes. T4T wants to give participants an unforgettable experience, 
which benefits both Kenyan and Dutch education. In this context, it has successfully submitted its programs for validation to the Register of Teachers, resp. 
School leaders register. The register of teachers has now been abolished, but T4T will, if desired, offer support in applying for re-registration in the register 
of school leaders. 
- In the coming years, we will transfer more and more responsibility for (sub) projects in County Kwale to the Kenyan government. 
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12. The 2022 financial annual report 
 

INCOME. 
 
The income of the Teachers for Teachers Foundation (T4T) consists of the following components: 
1. Income from monthly donations from (former) participants. 
2. Gifts and donations through promotions. 
3. Subsidy from the Wilde Ganzen foundation. 
4. Donations from institutions, usually school boards, that give employees the opportunity to participate in our trips. 
5. Other donations by third parties. 
 
Given the low interest rates in 2022 and our limited assets, the interest income for 2022 is negligible. T4T does not invest. 
The realized income in 2022 is considerably higher than budgeted. (51%). This is partly because the board had drawn up a defensive budget for 2022. The 
year 2022 was the first year after the Corona pandemic and when the budget was drawn up at the end of 2021, it was completely uncertain how T4T would 
emerge from this crisis. That was great on all fronts. Firstly, it turned out that our activities in Kenya would have continued without the Dutch, albeit on a 
more limited scale. Secondly, it turned out that people in the Netherlands had not forgotten T4T. On the contrary! The latter in particular resulted in a 
reasonable participation of directors in October, a cautious increase in donations and promotions and enormous interest, and ultimately the participation of 
teachers in our spring trip in 2023. 
These developments have a positive effect on our finances. Participants or participating boards not only contribute to the costs of a trip, but also donate an 
extra amount for the foundation itself. The increase in the number of participants has therefore generated additional income. It should be noted, however, 
that the costs have also risen, in particular those of the airline tickets. 
As mentioned, the income from “Donations general” is much higher than budgeted. This is mainly due to the large number of participants in the spring trip. 
The financial contributions have already been paid in this financial year. It should be noted, however, that part of this amount is intended for hotel costs in 
Kenya. The flight tickets for this trip have already been paid. 
The income from “special actions” is also higher than budgeted. The board is never entirely sure of this source of income, so budgeting for this item is 
conservative. Thanks to an increase in promotions, especially in the second half of 2022 and the success of our wine promotion, the income has been 
enormously better than expected. Finally, the contributions from Wilde Ganzen, the last tranche for 2021 and the first for 2022, are an indispensable source 
of income for Teachers for Teachers. In 2022 we received € 38,450. These amounts were, as agreed, deposited in one go into our bank account in Kenya. 
This means that Wilde Ganzen covers 28% of our income. 
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EXPENSES. 
 
In addition to the better-than-expected income, there are also better-than-expected costs for 2022. Almost all projects have remained (well) within budget. 
Especially the workshops for head teachers and the costs of our organization in Kenya are much lower than budgeted. Both have to do with the fact that a 
limited number of Dutch directors came along in the autumn. After all, we had to start up again after Corona and in the spring no Dutch participants went to 
Kenya at all, apart from a small administrative delegation. This gives a somewhat distorted picture, because the costs are lower due to lower participation 
and the income higher due to large participation next year. This will therefore be rectified in the course of 2023, when the costs will be higher and the 
income has already been partly booked. More on that in the discussion of the balance sheet. 
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BALANCE 2022. 

Our balance sheet position shows a favorable picture. T4T has no debts, no real estate and a car, which has already been written off for accounting 

purposes. This means that our assets consist of liquid assets and amount to €107,315.53. 

This is also a distorted picture. Part of this capital is not freely disposable. 

To begin with, it has already been indicated that the hotel costs for the participants in the spring trip still have to be paid. Based on agreements with the 

hotel, this amount is estimated at € 40,929.99. In addition, we have a designated reserve for the replacement of our director's car. This is planned for the 

coming year. We are applying for a subsidy for this from the MIVA foundation. And hope that this, together with the saved reservation, will turn out well. 

Car depreciation: € 9,659.64 
MIVA subsidy: €10,000.00 
Trade-in proceeds: € 7,000.00 
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Finally, T4T has been building up an appropriated reserve for several years to supplement the pension of our director there. 

Ultimately, there remains a discretionary equity of € 48,513.82. This has been a healthy starting position for our foundation for years. This equity is needed 

to finance the ongoing costs for the first half of the year. It concerns the costs of the spring trip, after all, the benefits have already been received, the 

organizational costs for the first six months and € 45,000 must be transferred to Wilde Ganzen as an action result. That money comes back to T4T-Kenya 

with a contribution of 50%, but we have to “advance” it in the first instance. 

LOOKING FORWARD. 

After the October trip, participants have joined again, who will donate monthly. In addition, there are donors who will stop after 4 years. However, there are 

always less. We also see that previous and future participants organize actions for T4T. These are good developments for our income. We will also apply for 

the second tranche subsidy from Wilde Ganzen. This involves a net amount of € 22,450. As part of our three-year agreement, we will again be able to use a 

subsidy from Wilde Ganzen in 2023. This will involve another €20,000 for 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following boards and organizations subsidize or support Teachers4teachers: 
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